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L

ike
fellow
Blinging
Beauty team
member Terez M., I
am
also
#teamnatural
(free
of
the
infamous
creamy
crack) . But for me,
I have only been
natural for about
two years. I sport
two main styles:
wearing my hair in an updo or pulled back with stretchy
headbands.
Every so often I like to give my hair a break from the
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I must admit that I
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I’m baaackk…
with a sudsy
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Glory’s You ...

restraints and do a twist-out. Initially the twists look cute,
but after a day or so I find it really hard to add shine to my
hair without weighing it down with heavy oils. And
with my 4a & 4b curls, it is extremely hard to find a product
that will add sheen without the build up.
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Updates via e-mail

Imagine my joy when I was sent Jane Carter Solution
Nourish & Shine!
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Here are the deets on Jane
Carter Solution Nourish &
Shine—

BLinG FActOR
RAtinG SYstEM
Ratings system :

“You have never experienced a
product as fabulous as Nourish &
Shine! We blend all natural
vitamins and essential oils to
create this incredible hair nourisher.
It completely melts in your hair and adds amazing shine and
never leaves your hair feeling greasy or limp. Nourish &
Shine helps reduce dryness on your scalp and your skin! Be
careful … daughters and husbands have been known to
abscond with this product, so buy two for them and one for
you!”

5 Blings is an
outstanding/excellent product
4 Blings is a good product,
but there may be better ones
out there
3 Blings is an average
product that isn’t bad, but it
doesn’t stand out

Ingredients: Shea butter, Kokum butter, Illippe butter, Mango
butter, Vitamins A, D, & E, pear and grapefruit essential oils.

2 Blings is a below average
product that is not
recommended

As soon as I got this product, I searched all the main natural
hair care forums (and YouTube, of course!) to see what my
fellow naturals thought of this product. It's rare to find
products that have such positive reviews across the
board. So needless to say, I am super stoked to try this on
my twist-outs!

1 Bling is an inferior product,
a waste of time and money
and not recommended.
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